The 64 Bit Psyborg Extreme Graphics Workstation, the PC for the serious Graphics Professional featured in the NVidia “Built for Professionals” campaign

You ask a lot of your Workstation. Graphics design, CGI, scientific calculations, multimedia content creation, CAD/CAM and GIS all push the PC to its limits. Not to mention trying to get things done faster so you can actually go home at night. The 64 bit Psyborg Extreme Graphics Workstations, featured by NVidia as “Built for Professionals”, are designed to meet the demanding needs of these ever more complex tasks. Designed around the industry leading Nvidia Quadro FX SLI Capable True Workstation Graphics cards, which offers the industry’s highest performance for professional CAD, DCC, CGI and scientific applications, the Intel Core i7 Processors with 8 threads of processing power and direct access to system RAM to speed up application performance, the 64 bit Psyborg Extreme Workstations can handle even the most graphics, multimedia and calculation intensive tasks with ease, leaving you more time to concentrate on the important things, like the creative process, instead of sitting around waiting for something to finish rendering. Because, in the end, what really matters is realizing your ideas, and your computer shouldn’t get in the way of that.

And with an X58 SLI Motherboard with advanced Thermal technology and 8 Channel audio on the motherboard, PCI Express 2.0 technology, a huge SATA hard drive, 2 DVDRW drives, an SLI Certified 1200 Watt Power Supply and 12 gig of DDR3 RAM, it is ready for heavy duty work. So you can take full advantage of this technology, the 64 bit Psyborg Extreme Workstation comes with your choice of either the Microsoft Windows Vista Ultimate 64 bit operating system or SUSE Linux Enterprise Desktop 64 bit operating system. With built in gigabit Ethernet, you have plenty of speed to transfer all those large files. And the case not only looks cool, it is designed to keep the inside cool as well, utilizing Thermaltake technology. Because extreme computing is hot, literally. It’s fast, it’s powerful, and it’s built right here in Massachusetts by the same folks who build the Psychlone Cluster Supercomputers. The 64 bit Psyborg Extreme Workstation, because performance matters.

The 64 bit Psyborg Extreme Workstation can be found at http://www.psychsoftpc.com/psyborg_extreme_workstation.htm
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